Consider a world without taxes and with perfectly liquid and elastic markets. Suppose that default risk were completely diversifiable. Suppose a bond has a 10% (objective (P) and risk neutral (Q)) default probability and zero recovery. What is the bond yield (and spread) if the risk free rate is 5%? Measuring these two components separately is what we do in this paper.
What is the bond spread?
Consider a world without taxes and with perfectly liquid and elastic markets. Suppose that default risk were completely diversifiable. Suppose a bond has a 10% (objective (P) and risk neutral (Q)) default probability and zero recovery. What is the bond yield (and spread) if the risk free rate is 5%? Measuring these two components separately is what we do in this paper.
Motivation
Little is known about the risk premium for default risk -little has been done Recent estimates have found the risk premium to be highly volatile and seemingly unrelated to risk premia in equity markets. Berndt Lookman and Obreja (2006) (BLO) extract a factor representing the part of default swap returns that does not compensate for interest rate risk or expected default losses. This factor is priced in the bond market but they cannot establish with the same confidence that it is a factor for equity returns.
What we do (differently)?
BDDFS BLO and Saita use KMV expected default frequencies as proxies for objective default probs.
-Their proxy for the risk premium is the ratio between risk neutral and objective default intensities. Risk neutral intensities come from CDS prices.
We translate equity risk premia into asset value risk premia using a structural model to estimate objective probs -Our measure of the premium is either the implicit excess return on bonds or that (default related) part of bond spreads in excess of the expected loss component -the RP spread Think of Merton...
So how do we get this?
where
Which is where our structural model (Leland & Toft (1996, JF) ) comes into play, estimated using MLE on equity data with balance sheet info to infer asset value and volatility... So we do this for a total of 34000 bond transactions over a 10 year period (best so far in the literature is 3 years).
Residual spreads (vs T) and the swap spread
This measure of bond prices, allows us to compute the expected loss (EL) spread.
The EL spread can then be subtracted from the market spread to get a sense of the RP in the market or from the model spread to get a measure of the model RP Berndt, Duffie, Douglas Ferguson & Schranz (2005) 
